
Std. V English Literature   Revision   Ch. 2The Wizard of Hockey   Assignment 

Write in your English Literature copy. 

1) Reference to context: 

A)’Hockey is the game of eleven players, not of one individual’, he said. 

Q a) Who said the above line?  

A a) Dhyan Chand said the above line.  

Q b) What did he mean when he said the above line? 

 A b) He meant that the game of hockey is of eleven players, not of one 

individual because he played with excellent team spirit and selflessly. He 

respected his teammates and gave chance to whoever was in a better position 

to score. 

Q c)List two things that Dhyan never did on the field? 

A c) Dhyan never lost his temper on the field and he never boasted or showed 

off. 
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2) Give one word answer: 

a) The story of a person’s life is - biography   

b) The story of a person’s life written by the person himself / herself is - 

autobiography 

c) The main idea in a piece of writing is – theme 

3) Put articles in the blank spaces: 

---- tree, ----- umbrella, ---- trees I planted, -----  man who helped me, ---- sun,--- 

Netherlands, ----- Nile, --- Eiffel Tower, ---- Jacksons. --- hour, ---- Ramayana, ---- 

set of colours 



A tree, an umbrella, the trees I planted, the man who helped me, the sun, the 

Netherlands, the Nile, the Eiffel Tower, the Jacksons, an hour, the Ramayana , 

a set of colours 

4) Put in ‘a’ or ‘one’ in the following sentences: 

A i) What do you want to eat? 

I want to eat a sandwich. 

ii) How many sandwiches do you want to eat? 

I want to eat one sandwich. 

Learn the rules given in the book. 

Revise Punctuation 

4)Punctuate the following sentences:  

i)Wow  that was fantastic dhyan   you are a wizard 

i)Wow! That was fantastic, Dhyan. You are a wizard!  

 

ii) How beautiful this city is! 

Iii) Sara, wipe the board! 

iv) Don’t talk, get out! 

v) Please, help me now! 

 


